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RICHARD

LLOYD ANDERSON

reviewed by donald Q cannon associate professor of
history at the university of maine at portland gorham
dr cannon s area of specialization is american colonial
history he has also published in the improvement era

for more than a century and a half writers hostile to mor-

monism have sought to discredit the ancestors of joseph smith
seeking to undermine the work and claims of the mormon
leader they have pictured his forebears as neurotic irreligious
gullible people in this excellent book richard lloyd anderson
has successfully repudiated the myths and distortions concerning the ancestors of the prophet
drawing upon his dual training as lawyer and historian
dr anderson professor of history and religion at brigham
young university has assembled a solid case based on sound
historical evidence evidence he
be believes will correct earlier
misinterpretations concerning the ancestors of joseph smith
the extent and quality of his evidence gathered during years
of research is evident in his notes on text running almost sixty pages
leading off with a chapter on solomon and lydia gates
mack professor anderson provides information of interest
and relates the lives of these people to the historical period
in which they lived thus solomon mack s adventures in
the french and indian war and the american revolution
come to life when viewed against an accurate historical back
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ground in his chapter on the macks anderson corrects distorted views of the prophet s grandfather many writers have
charged that he was an epileptic and that his weakness was
inherited by joseph smith who supposedly had his vision
while under the influence of an epileptic seizure facing this
matter squarely anderson explains convincingly that several
severe accidents caused a history of convulsions in the later
life of solomon mack clearly this physical condition was not
hereditary and was not transmitted through joseph smith
sr to the prophet
according to anderson one of the primary influences inherited by joseph smith was the patriotism of his grandparents this theme receives ample treatment in his chapter on
asael smith joseph smith claimed the love of liberty
from both grandparents one statement attributed to asael
smith and quoted in the text bears repeating here
bless god that you live in a land of liberty and bear
yourself dutifully and conscionably towards the authority
under which you live see gods providence in the appointment of the federal constitution and hold union and order
as a precious jewel p 92

certainly such views are evident in the writings of the
prophet a man who was positively influenced by his grand-

fathers
critics have charged that joseph smith s ancestors were
shiftless and lazy and consequently subject to suffering and
poverty anderson shows that the financial difficulties of
asael smith resulted not from his own laziness or ineptness
but rather from the circumstances in which he found himself
sickness and inflation played a devastating role leaving the
family without money when it was sorely needed
one of the most interesting aspects of the book is john
smith s family history
john smith brother of joseph
smith sr was encouraged to write this history by his son
george A smith counselor to brigham young this account
contains an excellent personal description of asael smith as
viewed by his son and provides convincing information concerning his character asael s willingness to assume some of
the burdensome financial obligations of his relatives for
example attests to his generosity a quality also shared by the
prophet joseph
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although the text concentrates on the lives and influences
of the grandfathers solomon mack and asael smith some
attention is devoted to the grandmothers lydia gates mack
and mary duty smith thus dispelling any fears of male
chauvinism alongside biographical information concerning

all four of the prophet s grandparents the author has included two chapters on the writings of joseph s grandfathers
as well as a chapter containing a family history
mechanically the book is without flaw clearly and logically organized it is also an attractive volume well bound
and handsomely illustrated it brings credit to both author
and publisher of particular value are the maps which are
unusually clear and professionally executed
although generally well written the book is not without
fault the title raises false hopes only one small segment
of joseph smith s new england heritage is presented one
would hope that more of the heritage would follow in other
volumes reprinting so much material a majority of which
is available elsewhere raises serious doubts concerning its
purpose and value clearly more justification is needed to
explain the inclusion of 66 pages of reprinted material in a
total text of 159 pages
on balance however it is an excellent book richard
lloyd anderson has succeeded in cleaning up a family record
besmirched by historical mudslinging he convinces his readers that joseph smith and his parents matured under intense
exposure to moral responsibility unselfishness personal tesince rety
sincerity
nacity intellectual awareness and intelligent sincerety
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